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A NOVEL RF CAVITY TUNING FEEDBACK SCHEME FOR HEAVY BEAM LOADING 

F. Pedersen 
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland 

Abstract 

The beam-cavity instability threshold as 
given by the Robinson1 criterion for the open loop case 
is often improved by phase, amplitude and tuning loops. 
The improvement obtained is, however, limited by cross 
coupling as the transfer functions vary with the’ rela- 
tive beam loading. A more powerful scheme is fast addi- 
tive feedback around the final amplifier stage. With 
thus scheme beam loading several orders of magnitude 
above the Robinson threshold have been achieved in the 
CEKN ISR and AA in the absence of fast tuning loops. A 
novel scheme to incl.ude a tuning loop insensitive to 
relative beam loading is presented, and first test 
results from the application of this scheme to the CERN 
PS booster second harmonic cavity are given. 

Review of Robinson Stability Criterion 
f-earn-Cavity Interaction 

We limit ourselves in this context to the 
interactions of the fundamental componentz of the beam 

and generator currents with the cavity (steady state 
condition], small modulations of these quantities 
(stability), and sudden changes of these (transient 
beam 
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The main parameters involved in this problem 

fundamental component of beam current. IR = 21~~ 
in the limit of short bunches. 
phase angle of ?B. In the limit of short bunches 
‘pD = ‘ps (= stable phase angle). 
total current injected into cavity. TT = TB t TG. 
cavity peak gap voltage. 
cavity impedance phase angle, ‘pZ = arg (Z, (jw,,)), 
at the 2perati.g RF frequency wv. Phase angle 
between IT and V. 
generator current (transformed to gap). 
phase angle between generator current ?G and gap 
voltage V. Apparent impedance phase angle of beam 
and cavity load: loading phase angle. 
generator current required to give the same gap 
voltage without beam load and with cavity tuned to 
iesonance. Equal to shunt resistor current: 

IO 
= ij/R. 

relative beam loading Y = IR/I,. 
cavity power dissipation, PO = VI,/2. 
active beam power, Pg = (VIg sinlpg)/2 (PD ) 0 for 
acceleration, PD ( 0 for deceleration). 
cavity damping rate, o = l/(ZRC). 
cavity shunt impedance. 
cavity equivalent inductance. 
cavity equivalent capacity. 

A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for 
stationary operation is given by the steady state 
relations imposed by the vector diagram in Fig. 1. 
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Fio. 1 - Circuit equivalent and steady state vector 
diagram (below transition). 

For a given IB, v and 1pZ, the required IG and ‘PL are: 

(1) 

I,(1 + sinvg) PO t pB 
Ic; = 

IO t 1~ sinloB 
= = 2 - 

v COSQL 
(2) 

COSQL COSQL 

Minimum generator current is obtained for LPL = 0 (Or n) 
by detuning the cavity to obtain zzactive COmPens&iQn: 

tancpZ = (IB/I,,) COSQB (31 

*G = 2(P, t PB]/V 

QL = 0 (or 180”) 

The Rtz&iJl&y can be determined by considering the pro- 
pagation of small amplitude and phase modulations of 
the vectorsI-2. If go fesdback (tuning, AVC, or phase 
loop) relates 7, 50 ? or It), and only the beam transfer 
function relates ID to V, stability requires: 

0 < sin2lpZ < 2 coslpg/Y (4) 

which is the Robinson criterion’ below transition. 
Above transition the sign oE QZ is Inverted. The 

regions of stability are plotted in Fig. 2 versus QZ 

together with the QZ required for reactive COmpenSatiOn 

(3) for ‘pD = 0 and IqDl = 30”. 

Relotwe beam load1 

-60” -30” 0 .30” + 60” +90” 
fQ 

t’iq. 2 - Stability versus impedance phase angle. 

For ‘pD = 0 the system is theoretically stable 
for any beam loading if QL = 0, while for QB # 0 the 

'9L 
= 0 curve will intercept the unstable area. By sub- 

stituting the reactive compensation condition (31 into 
(4) the high current limit becomes: 

y = IB/Io < l/lSinQE)l 

I?31 ( PO 

so in this case stability requires that the Power ex- 
changed wit.h the beam is less than the cavity dissi- 
pation. 

Since the tune is normally controlled to 
maintain ‘pL near zero it may be useful to plot the sta- 
bility limits versus the loading phase angle (Fig. 3). 
For QB = t30°, the beam power exceeds cavity power for 
Y ) 2, the instability limit for QL = 0. Although this 
limit can be raised by increasing QL, and goes to infi- 
nity for QL > Qg, the stability margin is insufficient 
in practice if the PD < P,, limit is exceeded. For QB = 
0 the high current limit 15 at infinity for QL = 0 
since the active beam power is zero. For ‘pg = -3O’, 
PR + PO ( 0 for Y ) 2, and the loading phase angle must 
be in the range -270 ( QL < -90 since the generator 
must absorb power from the beam-cavity system. Reactive 
COmpenSatiOn requires ‘pL = -180'. Most of this area 
with reversed generator power is unstable. 
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Fiq. 3 - Stability versus loading phase angle. 

If a tuning feedback loop is added, the char- 
acteristic equation is of 5th order. Nevertheless, an 
analytical stability criterion can still be givenz. For 
a sufficiently slow tuning loop: 

WT/Ws t( 2 Ws/U and "IT/O (( 2 (6) 

where WT is the bandwidth of the tuning loop, this sta- 
bility criterion approaches the Robinson criterion (4). 

Beam Loadins Comoensation Schemes’ 

phase and Amplitude Feedback 

In most proton accelerators, the fast sweep 
rate, relatively low Q cavities, and low synchrotron 
frequency imply that the required tunins feedback loop 

does not fulfil the slow conditions (6). In fact, if 
WT/Ws ) 2Ws/0, the “2 - Y stability diagram becomes in- 
verted with respect to the sign of ‘02, so the synchro- 
tron dipole motion (n = 0, m = 1) is unstable for ‘oL = 
0, even for low relative beam loadingr. The additional 
strong damping from a beam-cavity phase feedback loop 
ensures stability for any lpz, while an additional AVx 
feedback loop controls the amplitude of the generator 
given by (2) to maintain the desired cavity voltage V 
independent of varying beam loading. Minimum generator 
current is ensured automatically by the tuning loop, 
which controls the loading phase angle ‘pL and thus en- 
sures reactive compensation for a varying beam loading. 

The beam-cavity interaction is thus strongly 
modified by the feedback loops, so the Robinson crite- 
rion (4) no longer applies. Experience and analysis2 
show, however, that stability is lost for Y ) 2 to 3, a 
threshold comparable to the Robinson high current lim- 

it. Stability is lost due to the appearance of dominant 
crosscouplings between the feedback loops, partly due 

to the geometry of the vectors (Fig. 11, and partly due 
to the way phase and amplitude modulations are 
transmitted through the detuned cavity. 

Low Level Feedforward Compensation4 

An RF signal proportional to ?B is added in 

the low level drive chain such that it giv_s a contri- 
bution to TG equal to the beam RF current IB, but with 
opposite phase. The steady state conditions, (1) and 
(2)) are nevertheless unchatged, so no extra RF power 
is needed. Only the way the IC vector is controlled by 
the AVC and phase feedback loops is changed, resulting 
in a reduced crosscoupling from the vector geometry. 

Experience and analysis’ show a dramatic in- 
crease in the instability threshold. This scheme has 
been successfully applied in the CERN PS and PSB. The 
instability threshold can brobably be raised an order 
of maqnitude. It is difficult to apply this scheme 
while the frequency is varying. 

By subtracting a fraction of the RF gap volt- 
age from the drive signal at an appropriate point in 
the amplifier drive chain (Fig. 4a), the effective cav- 
ity impedance as seen by the beam will be reduced a 
factor (1 t H), where H is the feedback open loop gain. 
This is the most powerful scheme known and can be ap- 
plied even for varyinq frequency. It has been used at 
the CERN ISR5 (9.5 MHz, fixed frequency, H = 60), CERN 
AA6 (1.85 MHz, fixed frequency, H - 120), and the CERN 
PSI37 (6-16 MHz, H I 5 to 12). It will be analyzed in a 

following paragraph. 

H-igh-L_e_ye_lJeedforward Compensations 

The beam RF current from a pick-up is ampli- 
fied and injected into the cavity with opposite phase 
of I, by means of a separate RY power amplifier capable 

of supplying the full beam current. The cavity tune is 
thus not used for reactive compensation. It is an ex- 
pensive but powerful solution, applicable for fixed 
frequency only. It was added to the ISR RF system not 
so much to improve stability but due to a power limita- 
tion in the RF power amplifiers. 

Beamavitv Stability with Amplifier Feedback. Tuninq 

A fraction H of the cavity voltage v is sub- 
tracted from the drive signal Vi and amplified in the 
final power amplifier with transconductance S (Fig. 
4a). The feedback open loop qain is H = HSR. The sum- 
ming point is transformed into two current sources 
(Fig. 4b): 

TG = SVi - BSR(V/R) = Ii - HTs (6) 
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Ficr.4 - Equivalent circuits with amplifier feedback. 

The feedback current HI, and the resistor 
current I0 are combined as a new resistor current 7: in 
a dynamically equivalent cavity circuit with no feed- 
back (Fig. 4~): 

-* 
IO = (1 t H)is ; R* = R/(1 t H) (8) 

-* 
IT = iT t HTO = T; t 7~ 

o* = a(1 t H) ; Y* = Y/(1 + H) 



. 

This means that with respect to beam-cavity 
interaction-rid response to control modulations of Vi, 
the cavity with feedback behaves like a cavity with a 
shunt Impedance and a beam loading a factor (1 t H) 
lower. The real and fictive vectors defined above are 
shown in Fig. 4d. 

If no additional feedback is added, the 
Robinson criterion applies but with a high current 
limit raised by the feedback factor (1 t H) . The low 
tuning bandwidth requirement may become more strict 
though, since o* = o(1 t H). 

If additional phase and amplitude feedback is 
applied to Vi, 
tained up to Y* 

stable feedback loops can usually be ob- 

< 2 or Y ( 2( 1 + H) . The same applies 
to the tuning loop if rpi, the phase angle between 1: 
(or Vi) and V is used as reLerence. However, a small 
error in oi or in the phase of @ produces a (1 t H) 
times larger error in ‘pD (if no beam load), which for 
high H produces unacceptably large errors in ‘pi, so it 
seems better to use 1p~. But as IB now can be very large 
with respect to Ia, IC varies strongly with PB result- 
ing in large variations and change of sign of tuning 
loop gain (Fig. 5). 
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Fis. 5 - Steady state vector diagrams with zero and 
reverse generator power. 

A much better reference quantity is the reac- 
tive generator power P,. From (1) and (2) we get: 

Pr = (IGV sinqL)/2 = P,,(tanoS - Y cosog) (9) 

We define the normalized detuning X = Awr/o = 
tanlpz and its value for reactive compensation X0 = 
Y cosqB. The normalized reactive generator power is: 

Pr/Po = x - x0 (10) 

yielding unity tuning gain independent of IB and ‘pB . 
This is only the DC-response though. The dynamic res- 
ponse is cbtained by relating P, to cpI*, . The feedback 
current HI9 can be considered in phase with V over a 
wide bandwidth, so we get from Fig. 5d: 

IC sincpL 1~ sinloL 1 pr sinqi = -*- I -____ = -- - (11) 
IG (1 f HII, 1 t H Pa 

The dynamic response is thus equivalent to 9: , the 
loading phase of the transformed cavity equivalent 
circuit i so the tuning response is also well behaved 
since Y 1s low. 

Aunlication to the CERN PS Booster 
Second Harmonic Cay&y 

Although high gain amplifier feedback is used 
in the CERN ISRs and CERN AAs, no tuning loop is used 
in the AA when the voltage is low or in the 1%. The 
second harmonic cavity in the CERN Booster7, however, 

uses an amplifier with wideband feedback and a tuninq 
feedback loop to allow operation from 6 to 16 MHz. The 
active power delivered to the beam is small (mg t (1) 
but small phasing errors can cause large variations in 
PB/P, making the original phase loop, which used ‘PL as 
reference, unstable. 

The normalized reactive power signal is ob- 
tained by multiplying-the gap siqnal (V) shifted 90” 
by the grid signal (=IC) (Fig. 6). The gap signal is 
normalized to a constant amplitude in an AVC amplifier, 
whose internal gain control voltage is used to control 
the gain of an identical amplifier in the grid chain so 
both amplifiers have identical gains, independent of 1~; 
This takes care of the Pa normalization. 

------- grid 

&q_$. - Tuning feedback loop using normalized 
reactive power. 

The new tuning scheme makes the tuning loop 
insensitive to variations in PB. Stable operation under 
reversed generator power conditrons (Fig. 5b) has been 

observed. 

The scheme is in particular useful where sev- 
eral cavities in one ring operates with high IB/la and 
a net @B near zero. Small variations in ‘pt] from,cavity 
to cavity can thus cause relatively Large variatrons in 
pB/p,. 
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